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New Clover products arrive at Ascot Lane 
 

 

Pattern Cutting Guide 
This tool is ideal for drawing and cutting seam 
allowances for patterns needing size adjustments.  
Simply set the width required (from 0.5cm to 3cm) 
in the tool, insert a blade and glide the tool around 
the paper pattern. 
This product is a tool for cutting sewing patterns and 
does not cut fabric. 
Order Code: CV7710 

 

Universal Knitting Counter 
A new loop style knitting counter that can be used 
on both straight and circular needles.   
The loop allows the counter to be transferred from 
needle to needle and also allows the counter to be 
turned at any angle, never twisting the loop while 
you are using it. 
Order Code: CVK3202 

 

Picot Comb 
Use this tool to make tatting lace picots of the same size.  The Picot 
Comb is available in 2 sizes: 
Large:  (Order Code: CV8115) 
With this size, picots heights can be between 1.2mm to 17.9mm using 
lace thread number 10 to 50. 
Small:  (Orer Code: CV8116) 
Use this tool to make tatting lace picots of the same size. With this size, 
picots heights can be between 1.0mm to 11.8mm using lace thread 
number 60 to 100. 
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Updates to the Ascot Lane website 
 

Over the Christmas break, we’ve made some updates to the Ascot Lane website.  You’ll need to be logged 
in to have access to them.  Now you will be able to: 

 Add items to a Saved Items list (i.e favourite items); 
 Save and recall your current order; 
 See past orders placed through the Ascot Lane website (from 21 Dec 2023) 

 

Add items to a Saved Items List 
We know that it can be a challenge to remember order codes for products.  To make it easier, once logged 
it, a button now appears to allow that item to be added to a Saved Items list.  This is essentially a 
favourites list and you can access at anytime by clicking on the “Orders” link. 
 

Why use this feature? 
Once products have been included within 
the Saved Items list, click on Orders link and 
add each of your required favourites to the 
order cart – it’s much quicker. 
 
You can change the quantity in your list 
before adding the product to the cart. 
 
Sometimes products become unavailable or 
are discontinued.  These will not be able to 
be added to the cart. 
 
Remove items from your Saved Items list 
when they are no longer required. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When clicked, will get 
added to this list 

No longer needed? 
Remove it from the list. 

Not enough? 
Change the quantity 

Add the product to the 
Order Cart 
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Save your Current Order and come back to it later 
For security reasons, there is a 20 minutes inactitivity time limit before the Ascot Lane website logs out. 
At times, you may get distracted or unable to finish your order before submitting it to us.  Now you can 
Save it and come back to it later.  We recommend Saving your order regularly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
After your Cart is saved, it will be shown in 
the Saved Cart section. 
 
Need to add a Saved order to the Cart? 
Click on the Add Order to Cart button. 
This is add the saved order into the cart, 
even if there are other items in the cart 
already. 
 
Note: 
Once your Saved Order is added to the Cart, 
the Saved Cart will be emptied and ready to 
accept the next saved order.  You can only 
have ONE saved order at a time. 
 

View past orders submitted through the Ascot Lane Website 
 

This area shows past orders submitted 
through the Ascot Lane website. 
If you need a copy of an invoice, please 
contact us and we can forward the required 
invoice to you. 

 
  

Click on this button to Save 
your order. 
 
Your order is NOT send to 
Ascot Lane. 
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Updates to the Ascot Lane website 
 

How to access the new features 
 

To view the Saved Items list, the last saved 
order and past orders, once you have logged 
into the website, click on Orders in the top 
menu. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You can skip to Saved Items, Saved Cart and 
Past Orders sections by clicking on the link 
at this part of the webpage. 
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New Books from Fox Chapel 
 

Jelly Roll Bargello Quilts 
By Karin Hellaby 
Bargello quilts consist entirely of straight seams and rectangular pieces, yet 
create mesmerising optical illusions.  It may look complex, but any beginner 
quilter who can sew a straight seam can master the necessary skills.  It's 
also a technique that's easy to complete quickly and with confidence, 
thanks to precut jelly rolls and Karin Hellaby's clear how to instructions. 
Discover this addictive technique as you work through beautiful patterns 
for pillows, a quilt bag, wall hangings, table toppers and lap quilts.  Karin 
works with both solid and printed fabrics, varying her colour palette from 
monochromatic to colourful. She also explores the impact of offset seams 
for gentle curves and matched seams for dramatic arcs.  
With helpful tips throughout and coordinating photography, achieve 
stunning quilts using this fascinating technique! 
Order Code:  FO 0010 

 

 

First-Time Quiltmaking 
By Landauer 
Newly revised and updated with 3 new patterns, learn how to quilt with 6 
easy lessons for the first time quilter, from learning the basics to finishing 
their first quilt!  
Discover how easy it is to begin quilting with this illustrated guide to fabrics, 
tools and techniques.  Containing a total of 7 simple projects for beginners 
with step by step instructions, photography and diagrams to learn and 
practice their newfound skills, as well as popular precut fabrics, First-Time 
Quiltmaking is the perfect guide for novice crafters and introductory quilting 
classes! 
Order Code: FO 0072 
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Roll with the Classics 
By Jean Ann Wright 
Combine timeless, classic quilts with modern fabrics!   
Roll with the Classics is a beautiful collection of quilting patterns for those 
who love tradition with a contemporary touch.  Featuring 14 jelly roll quilt 
patterns that are beginner friendly and use a selection of today's precut 
strips, alleviate the stress and just get quilting!  
With helpful opening sections on the quilting and jelly roll basics, you'll then 
discover 14 classic quilt projects featuring beloved designs from flying 
geese and half hexies to lone star, pyramids, and more.  Aside from the 
incorporation of jelly rolls, some quilts are made using Creative Grids rulers 
and quilting tools, plus short cuts for cutting and piecing are also provided, 
all of which make the process easier and more rewarding.  
Also included are 12 additional bonus projects for tote bags, pillows and 
table accessories that use the leftover fabrics from the main quilting project 
section. 
Order Code: FO 0208 

 

 

Fat Quarter Workshop 
By Stephanie Soebbing 
Turn fat quarters into gorgeous quilts!  A great resource for quilters, 
especially beginners with Fat Quarter Workshop featuring 12 quilt patterns 
and step by step projects using these convenient bundles, plus insightful 
details on how to choose fabrics and colours to use in your quilt projects 
and essential quilting techniques.  Also included are clear explanations for 
special treatments and techniques, from custom ruler work, free motion 
quilting, straight line quilting and more. 
Order Code: FO 0416 
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Radiant Blocks for Endless 
Quilts 
By Linda Hahn 
With just a few simple block variations, Radiant Blocks for Endless Quilts 
will show you just how versatile a New York Beauty block can be!  
A compact but hardworking guide that will inspire you to use New York 
Beauty blocks is new, modern ways for endless possibilities, this must have 
book features 13 stunning quilt designs using just three to four New York 
Beauty blocks in different ways.  
With quilt projects that are smaller in size that also use brighter colours 
and fewer batiks, Radiant Blocks for Endless Quilts is a fresh, modern guide 
that quilters of any skill level will love!  Also included are opening overviews 
on tools and quilting basics, including foundation paper piecing, for a 
helpful refresher. 
Order Code: FO 0444 

 

 

Sashiko and Boro Stitching 
Pocket Guide 
By Pepper Cory 
The best and most convenient guide to the Japanese embroidery style of 
sashiko and boro stitching you'll ever own, this handy pocket guide will help 
you fully understand these two timeless sewing techniques and how to 
perfectly execute them.  While both are stitching techniques native to 
Japan, sashiko produces even white stitches on dark fabric that are often 
worked into repeating designs, and boro incorporates patches into 
garments which are hand sewn in linear fashion. 
Featuring helpful overviews on the history of boro and sashiko stitching, 
also included are detailed sections on tools, marking tips and a variety of 
simple designs.  With two simple projects that contain easy to follow, step 
by step instructions and coordinating photography, you'll fall in love with 
this unique stitching style! 
Order Code: FO 0451 
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Jelly Roll Jambalaya 
By Jean Ann Wright 
Quilt alongside Jean Ann Wright as she creates easy, fun and bright quilt 
projects made with jelly rolls and pre-cuts.   
Jelly Roll Jambalaya Quilts features 10 quilts with step by step instructions, 
full colour diagrams and tips for making unique blocks quickly and easily.  
Plus, 5 bonus lessons are featured throughout for sewing diagonal seams, 
overlapping seams, speedy strip piecing, cutting hexagons and 60 degree 
triangles and resizing the quilt. 
Order Code: FO 0494 

 

 

Quilting Tips and Tricks Pocket 
Guide 
By Penny Haren 
The ultimate pocket guide to quilting, this book is packed with expert tips 
and tricks on equipment, short cuts, organisation, colour, patterns, 
machine quilting and more!  Providing 101 great tips for beginning quilters 
but also filled with new information for experienced quilters, there's 
something for everyone to try! 
Order Code: FO 0539 

 

 

Hand Embroidery Pocket Guide 
By Janice Vaine 
Presented in a quick and easy to understand format, this essential guide 
includes 30 favourite embroidery stitches to practice and inspire creativity! 
Providing needle and thread reference charts and step by step techniques 
for backstitches, blanket and buttonhole stitches, chain stitches, feather 
stitches, fly stitches, French knots, running stitches, stem stitches and 
much more, this book is a must have for any embroiderer on any skill level. 
Each step is perfectly illustrated and instructions are clearly written for all 
the most popular stitches. Also included are helpful tips and variation 
options for most stitches to try and achieve various effects.  
Its compact size makes it perfect to keep on hand in your project bag so 
you never have to be without it! 
Order Code: FO 0593 
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Fat Quarter Patchwork Quilts 
By Stephanie Soebbing 
Keep turning fat quarters into gorgeous quilts!   
The second instalment of Fat Quarter Patchwork Quilts, this continuation 
features 12 more stunning quilt patterns and step by step projects using 
these convenient bundles.  
Also included are clear explanations for essential quilting techniques and 
special treatments, such as custom ruler work, free motion quilting, straight 
line quilting and more. 
Order Code: FO 0805 

 

 

Jelly Roll Jazz 
By Jean Ann Wright 
Jazz up your quilt making with lively and fun jelly roll quilts!  
Jean Ann Wright is back with 9 new quilt projects all made with precut jelly 
roll strips and inspired by the movement of music.  The easy to follow, step 
by step instructions and detailed diagrams make these quilts a perfect 
weekend project, even for beginners.  Also included are full sized, ready to 
use templates and the interesting background that inspired each musically 
oriented design.   
Jean Ann has created unique and entertaining designs to ensure your 
projects won't look like a typical precut quilt.! 
Order Code: FO 0838 

 

 

 


